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ONE 2 SEE
By CHRIS
SWEENEY

ZEDD was born in
Moscow but grew up in
Kaiserslautern in
Germany.
He’s the mastermind
behind Lady Gaga’s
upcoming album
Artpop.
But now the
DJ/producer is coming
out from behind the
shadows.
His tour hits
Edinburgh’s Liquid
Rooms on October 24
and the next night at
The Arches in
Glasgow.
Get tickets from:
zedd.net.

NEW MUSIC
By JIM GELLATLY

THE DUKE, DETROIT

OUT with the new and in with FORMULA 1 2013
Xbox/PS3/PC, £39.99
the old.
With the current season proving a
drab affair, Codemasters is hoping to
use Formula 1’s illustrious past to sell
this year’s version.
The introduction of a Classic mode
allows gamers to race some of the
sport’s most iconic cars.
The distinction between the new
mode and the rest of the game is made
by an old-school pit-stop setting, and
sepia gives the graphics a vintage feel.
Legendary commentator Murray
Walker provides the voice-over, his
distinctive tone booming out as soon as
you boot up the mode.
The mode is diluted in the standard
version, with gamers needing to fork
out an extra fiver to unlock the full grid

PIGGY BIGGY
iOS, Free
in-house producer, Flooze.
He contributed strongly to the
raw, live electro sound of the
album. I wanted it to sound
like the band actually preforming the songs because that
can often get lost in the
recording process.
“We played and recorded a
lot of the instruments live and
kept it as DIY as possible.
The Duke, Detroit is now a collective made up of the
coolest musicians I know.”
The lo-fi electropop is
exactly what I crave for. Add a
cool image and I’m sold.
Detroit looks like a pop star,
and that’s half the battle. I
know it should be purely
about the music, but it’s not.
The other tracks I was sent
last year have similar appeal
to Saturday, but perhaps with
a darker edge. I Can Wait and
Kids have more of New Order
feel, with elements of Prince
breaking through.
I reckon the debut album is
going to be something special. Detroit said: “I have a
very talented, very good looking band. Made up of two
leather jacket-wearing gents
and a fur coat-wearing lady
drummer. You will hear and
see more from us over the
next few months. We just felt
Saturday was enough of an
indication that something
fresh was coming.”
Saturday is available to
download now.
MORE: facebook.com/thedukedetroit
Q Jim will be playing The Duke,
Detroit on In:Demand Uncut this Sunday from 7pm on Clyde 1, Forth One,
Northsound 1, Radio Borders, Tay
FM, West FM & West Sound FM. indemandscotland.co.uk

line-up. The basic edition includes just
five of the 11 classic cars, and two of
the four tracks.
They can play as the original driver of
the classic cars, or a legendary team
driver from a different era.
So Williams offer Nigel Mansell’s
championship-winning FW14B from
1992, which you can also race as
Damon Hill.
Niki Lauda’s 1970s Ferrari will be
later added to the game, inspired by
the success of blockbuster film Rush.
Reservations about the cynical
attempt to milk more money from the
game aside, it is a fantastic addition.
But you have to wonder if it was
something of an after-thought because

69p on iOS, free on Andriod
THE first in the series was
downloaded 100million times
and this won’t be far off. Features all the regular characters,
plus newbies including Darth
Maul and Jar Jar Binks. It has
120 levels – and you can turn
real-life Hasbro Telepod toys
into in-game characters.

it barely scratches the surface of possibilities. Apart from the belated Lauda
addition, there is nothing pre-1980.
It is a lovely, nostalgic alternative to
the main game that has risen to a FIFAlike level of sports gaming perfection.
The Young Driver mode returns, with
a detailed tutorial for the game before
you get into the F1 season proper.

Canny

Like most gamers, I usually skip such
tutorials. But this is worth going through
– the game is brilliantly challenging.
Nailing pole position in qualifying, for
instance, can feel almost impossible at
times. But it is preferable to a game that
is easy to dominate.
Another canny addition is the new
scenario mode, where you jump into
the driver’s seat for various situations

FIFA 14

4

A TACTICAL puzzler in the
style of Cut The Rope, you
are tasked with steering
a grinning pig towards
a host of coins.
This colourful title is
intuitive and easy to
play, starting by asking
you to delete blocks to
help the adorable
porker achieve his
goals.
But as the game goes on
you’ll be asked to tilt the screen
to slide your character around and spin
discs to whip coins around the map.
You’ll also have to tap bombs to
explode them in sync, flinging your pig
around the screen.
The game’s physics are surprisingly
complex for a mobile title, arranging the

ANGRY BIRDS STAR
WARS II

4

Mobile, Android/iOS, Free

blocks into catapults for you to flip coins to
the pig.
This isn’t revolutionary, but it’s a very
varied game where each level presents a
new type of challenge – much less
repetitive than Cut The Rope, and just as
much fun.

you have to cope with. It is something
that has worked in football titles –
“Team X” are two goals down, lead
them to victory – but is fairly unchartered territory for a racing game.
My only worry here is that some of
the scenarios can seem a bit mundane
– a challenge to not get overtaken by a
rampaging Fernando Alonso, for
instance, seems a bit needless.
I would much prefer classic situations
from history – Felipe Massa is world
champion until Lewis Hamilton
produces some magic, do the same.
But kudos to Codemasters for being
bold. Rather than simply tweaking team
rosters and introducing rule changes, it
has made game-changing additions.
It is not yet fully there, but there is a
real signal of intent.
And proof there is more to F1 than
Sebastian Vettel, after all.

They aren’t just a
band
embracing
the
digital
revolution,
they’re a full-on multimedia outfit.

2.5

FIFA, but not as you know it.
EA have made the bold
decision to revamp the game’s
controls to better suit the mobile
platform.
Sadly, the resulting “touchflow” controls are simple, frustrating and don’t quite work.
But at least it’s not just last
year’s game with new kits,
costing £5.
And you can change the
controls back to ‘normal’, but
then you really have the above.
Different isn’t always better,
and this feels like a backwards
step – with the intention of taking
several forward next year.
It’s a valiant attempt that
doesn’t quite deliver.
The free-to-play switch is a

good move but, of course, you
have to pay to unlock the full
features.
In honesty, you’re better off
waiting till you get home to play
the real deal.

CBEEBIES PLAYTIME

SIMON THE SORCERER

PIVVOT

WINGSUIT PRO

LET your little ones learn as
they play – without the fear
they might press the wrong
button and spend £500 on
in-app purchases. This one is
100 per cent free and has
four colourful games to explore
– The Octonauts, Tree Fu
Tom, Mr Tumble and the
Alphablocks.

THE Android version of this
point-and-click classic has
gone down much better with
fans. Perhaps due to the bigger displays? Either way, it is
a nostalgic dip into the games
of yesteryear. The graphics
are true to the original – and it
even has a voiceover from
Red Dwarf’s Chris Barrie.

PREVIOUSLY a paid-for
download, you can now snap
up this hit strategy game in
which you literally pivot a circle
along a centre line while
avoiding all sorts of obstacles
which come your way. Work
your way up from easy to
extreme modes where your
touch will be tested to the limit.

MOST of us would never be
brave enough to try this needyour-head-testing sort of sport
for real – so this is ideal. Zip up
your virtual suit and get ready
to zoom your way through the
air, working though the levels
and bagging achievements
along the way.

Free on iOS

r£1.49 on IOS, £2.70 on Android

CLEAN Bandit don’t just
rewrite what you can
do with words and
music — they’ll rewrite
lyrics if they’re filming a
song’s video in another
COUNTRY.

Free on iOS

Free on all

ONES2WATCH

WHO: Detroit Law (vocals/guitar),
Stephen
Dennis
(synths), Dominic Underwood (bass), Amy Edmonson
(drums).
WHERE: Edinburgh.
FOR FANS OF: Django
Django, Pet Shop Boys,
Depeche Mode.
JIM SAYS: As a kid of the 80s
— or at least that’s when I got
into music — the sounds of
The Duke, Detroit grabbed
me instantly.
It’s now around 18 months
since I first featured the track
Saturday on my weekly podcast. At the time, info on the
artist was minimal.
I was desperate to spread
the word, but I was asked to
hold back. A wise move, as
Saturday has only just been
issued as the debut single
from The Duke, Detroit.
Led by the wonderfully
named Detroit Law, the live
band has only just got
together. Set to make their
debut next month, there was
no launch gig for the single.
Just a night down the pub.
That appeals to me.
They’re still keeping a lot
close to their chests. The mystery, and gradual leaking of
details is rather endearing.
Detroit’s hooked up with
Edinburgh label Permwhale,
run by the guys from the
band Night Noise Team.
He said: “It started with just
me, a guitar, a bass and a
drum machine. That’s how I
wrote and recorded the first
few demos. I then started to
work with Permwhale’s

Main man Jack Patterson
said: “We operate the band
as a production company
too. We see the videos and
the music as one thing.
“Sometimes we change the
song, if we’ve got an idea
for what we want the video
to be.
“The new single we’ve got,
we changed a lot of the lyrics that were places in London to places in Japan,
because we decided to film
it there — so Bermondsey
became Kyoto.
“We still care as the message of the songs are the
same — it’s just the setting
that changes. Often videos
are an after-thought, for us
it’s a fore-thought.”
The band — who met as
students at Cambridge University — appeared on the
radar earlier this year when
single
Mozart’s
House
crashed into the Top 20.
It even surprised Clean
Bandit.
Jack, 27, explained: “We
were
completely
gob-

smacked. It was just something we put together when
we were mucking around.
We made the video when I
was out in Russia.
“Then to hear it on the
radio and get chart success
was amazing.
“It’s bizarre to realise people are fussed about what
you’re doing.
“We were just in Tokyo
filming a music video and
someone asked us to sign
their brand new iPhone.
“I almost couldn’t bring
myself to do it.”
They’re kicking off a UK
tour this month — which
hits King Tut’s in Glasgow
on October 22.
Jack said: “The band
started off as just a string
quartet and a DJ.
“The strings are our core
element — but getting them
loud enough in a gig has
always been a challenge.
“Now we’ve got help from
tech people, the sound from
the studio to the stage is
getting close.
“We also project a collage
of our videos. It’s a proper
multi-media show.”
Keeping that theme going,
the band are gearing up for
a DVD release alongside
their debut album in early
2014.
Jack said: “We want to finish a video for every song
on the album before it’s out
— so it can come out as a
DVD as well as on iTunes.”
Q Get tour tickets and watch
their new single Dust Clears at:
cleanbandit.co.uk.

ONE 2 HEAR

IF you’re four teenagers from Reading and you want to do
your band promo pics covered in rose petals, you need to
be bold.
Well, Sundara Karma are.
Even better, the lads know their way around a song.
Current single Freshbloom is a corker — it’s got a sharp
edge, but is still melodic and smooth.
Give it a listen at: facebook.com/SundaraKarma.

